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ABSTRACT Stereoscopic 3D displays (S3D), the most popular consumer display devices for 3D presenta-
tion, have a few problems that degrade the natural visual experience, such as unnatural relationships between
eye vergence and accommodation, and severe image blurring (ghost) for viewers without stereo glasses.
To simultaneously solve these problems, we combine gaze-contingent disparity remapping with Hidden
Stereo in a manner that mutually compensates for their respective shortcomings. Gaze-contingent disparity
remapping can reduce the vergence-accommodation conflict by shifting the disparity distribution around the
gaze position to be centered on the display plane. Hidden Stereo can synthesize 2D-compatible 3D stereo
images that do not produce any ghosting artifacts when the images for the two eyes are linearly fused. Thus,
by using our new gaze-contingent display, while one viewer with glasses enjoys natural 3D content, many
other glassless viewers enjoy clear 2D content. To enable real-time synthesis, we accelerate Hidden Stereo
conversion by limiting the processing to each horizontal scanline. Through a user study using a variety of
3D scenes, we demonstrate that Hidden Stereo can effectively hide disparity information to glassless viewers
despite the dynamic disparity manipulations. Moreover, we show that our method can alleviate the limitation
of Hidden Stereo—the narrow reproducible disparity range—by manipulating the disparity so that the depth
information around the gaze position is maximally preserved.

16 INDEX TERMS Stereoscopic 3D, backward compatible stereo, gaze-contingent display.

I. INTRODUCTION17

Stereoscopic 3D (S3D) displays can convey 3D depth infor-18

mation by presenting two images of a stereo pair separately19

to the left and right eyes. Typical S3D displays present stereo20

images either in a spatial or temporal multiplexing way.21

Spatial multiplexing presents the left and right images in odd22

and even rows of the screen, respectively, while temporal23

multiplexing temporally alternates the left and right stereo24

images. In both cases, specialized 3D glasses are required in25

order to deliver the left and right images of the stereo image26

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Lei Wei .

coming from the screen to the corresponding eyes. While 27

there are other types of S3D displays, such as autostereo- 28

scopic displays and head-mounted displays, S3D displays 29

that use 3D glasses have advantages such as higher spatial res- 30

olution or support for multiple viewers [1]. However, the S3D 31

displays using 3D glasses have the backward compatibility 32

problem that when the viewer does not wear 3D glasses, the 33

left and right images appear to be overlapped on the screen, 34

producing ‘‘ghost’’ or image blur. Therefore, viewers without 35

3D glasses cannot enjoy image content presented on S3D due 36

to degraded image quality [2]. 37

In addition to the lack of backward compatibility, 38

S3D displays have a limitation in their ability to reproduce 39
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FIGURE 1. Vergence and accommodation under three different viewing
conditions. (a) Under natural viewing conditions, vergence and
accommodation present consistent cues about the distance to the
viewing object. (b) Under viewing with S3D displays, vergence and
accommodation cues are decoupled because the accommodation
distance is fixed to the screen plane. (c) Gaze-contingent disparity
remapping techniques resolve this issue by dynamically changing the
disparity so that the vergence distance to the currently viewed object is
the same as the distance to the screen plane. As a trade-off, however, the
number of viewers is limited to only one.

natural binocular viewing. When looking at an object nat-40

urally, our eyes rotate to allow the object to be seen in41

the fovea of each eye (vergence) while at the same time,42

focal distances of the lens in our eyes are adjusted to get43

sharp retinal images (accommodation). Under natural view-44

ing conditions, vergence and accommodation change coop-45

eratively depending on the depth of the object being focused46

on (Fig. 1 (a)). In S3D, however, this relationship is broken,47

and while the accommodation is fixed on the display plane,48

the vergence changes according to the disparity (Fig. 1 (b)).49

As the vergence and accommodation act as depth cues in50

the visual system, this conflict of information can produce51

problems such as visual discomfort and visual fatigue for52

3D viewers [3], [4]. To tackle this problem, gaze-contingent53

disparity retargeting techniques have been proposed [5], [6],54

[7], [8]. These techniques reproduce the natural viewing55

condition by shifting disparity values around the gaze point56

to be centered on the display plane (Fig. 1 (c)). However,57

gaze-contingent disparity manipulation makes the backward58

compatible problem even more pronounced because for sec-59

ondary viewers without glasses, the image ghost appears60

to change dynamically and unexpectedly depending on the61

gaze behavior of the primary viewer. Furthermore, since the62

gaze-contingent technique can only deal with one viewer,63

the number of viewers who can view the content (either in64

3D or 2D) is limited to just one. This completely eliminates65

the advantage of S3D displays over goggle-type displays of66

FIGURE 2. Stereo image synthesis by Hidden Stereo. Hidden Stereo
generates the left/right stereo images by adding/subtracting the disparity
inducer pattern to/from the input cyclopean view. When viewed without
glasses, the left and right images appear to be linearly combined on a
S3D display. The linear fusion of the Hidden Stereo images cancels out
the disparity inducer components and brings the image back to the
original image.

being not fully personalized, allowing additional users to 67

share visual experiences in the same place. 68

Therefore, in this work, we propose to incorporate a 69

recently proposed technique, Hidden Stereo (HS), into 70

gaze-contingent disparity manipulation. HS is a technique 71

to achieve perfect backward compatibility on existing S3D 72

devices [9] (Fig. 2). Presenting stereo images in Hidden 73

Stereo format allows an unlimited number of viewers to 74

enjoy the 2D version of the same content without any ghost- 75

ing artifacts and dynamic image distortions caused by the 76

gaze-contingent image manipulations (Fig. 3). In addition to 77

the above advantage, our method can mitigate the limitation 78

of HS in the reproducible disparity range by manipulating the 79

disparity so that the depth information around the gaze point 80

is maximally represented within this effective range (see the 81

next section for details). 82

In order to realize the above idea, we have to significantly 83

accelerate the HS algorithm, and we do so by restricting the 84

computation to a single dimension (i.e., horizontal scanline) 85

and parallelizing it on GPU. This enables real-time synthesis 86

that is necessary for gaze-contingent retargeting. To ensure 87

the smooth transition of the retargeting state across fixations, 88

we use the seamless gaze disparity manipulation technique 89

proposed by Kellnhofer et al. [8]. Through a user study 90

using a variety of 3D scenes, we confirmed that the perfect 91

backward compatibility of HS is preserved even when the 92

disparity is dynamically changed by gaze-contingent retarget- 93

ing. We also ensured that the proposed method could enhance 94

depth impressions of HS while maintaining binocular image 95

quality at an acceptable level under the effective disparity 96

range. 97

A. BACKGROUND: HIDDEN STEREO 98

In HS, a stereo image pair is generated in such a way that 99

when the left and right images are linearly combined, it results 100

in a ghost-free 2D image representing the view from the 101
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FIGURE 3. Overview of our method. (a) We retarget the disparity map based on the current gaze position such that the disparity
information around the attended region is maximally preserved within the effective range of Hidden Stereo. Then, the stereo images
synthesized by Hidden Stereo are presented on a S3D display. As a result, we achieve ghost-free viewing of stereo images for glassless 2D
viewers while maintaining depth impressions superior to the original Hidden Stereo without gaze-contingent disparity manipulation.
(b) Comparison of appearance for 2D viewers with our method (top) and a standard stereo synthesis method that explicitly shifts the
input view (bottom).

intermediate point between the left and right eyes (i.e., cyclo-102

pean view). This is achieved by generating left/right images103

by adding/subtracting a disparity inducer pattern to/from the104

cyclopean view image (Fig. 2). The disparity inducer pattern105

is generated by shifting the spatial phase of the cyclopean106

image by π/2 with appropriate weights applied, such that107

after the addition / subtracting of the pattern, the phase of108

the cyclopean image is shifted to produce apparent dispar-109

ities. In practice, the phase manipulation is operated in the110

multiscale bandpass representation [10]. Because the same111

disparity inducer pattern is either added to or subtracted from112

the cyclopean image to generate the left or right stereo image,113

linear fusion of the two images cancels out the disparity114

inducer components and brings the image back to the original115

cyclopean image. The detailed algorithm will be presented116

later in Section III-A.117

In exchange for perfect backward compatibility, HS has a118

limitation in the reproducible disparity size because it relies119

on the principle of additive phase shift. Specifically, the120

higher the spatial frequency of the image, the more difficult it121

becomes to add a large disparity. Fortunately, the sensitivities122

of disparity detectors in the human visual system (HVS)123

are tuned to the mid-frequency range and limited in high124

frequency bands [11]. Thus, HS is still capable of adding125

a modest amount of depth to natural images, which usually126

contain broad-band frequency information.127

The effective range of HS is close to Panum’s fusion128

area of 10 min, that is, the maximum disparity size129

that humans can binocularly fuse without vergence eye130

movements [12], [13]. Under a natural viewing environ-131

ment or using the standard stereo presentation method, for132

large disparities beyond Panum’s fusion area, a vergence eye133

movement will help the viewer perceive the binocular image134

clearly. In our proposed method, gaze-contingent disparity135

manipulation replaces the functional role of the vergence136

eye movements, thereby allowing representation of a wider 137

range of scene disparity beyond the effective range of the 138

original HS display. 139

II. RELATED WORK 140

A. GAZE-CONTINGENT BINOCULAR IMAGE 141

MANIPULATION 142

Since the vergence eye movement is made in the direction 143

of reducing the disparity of the gazing target, the histogram 144

of the disparity around the gaze position becomes a distribu- 145

tion centered on zero under natural viewing conditions [14]. 146

To reproduce the natural disparity distribution on S3D dis- 147

plays, techniques have been proposed that shift the zero dis- 148

parity plane to the depth of the current gaze position [5], [6], 149

[7], [15]. In [8], additional nonlinear disparity compression 150

was performed to ensure that the disparity falls within the 151

comfort zone. It was also confirmed that the gaze-driven 152

disparity manipulation improves visual comfort in terms of 153

both objective [6] and subjective measures [7]. 154

A challenge that the gaze-driven techniques face is that 155

the dynamic change in disparity mapping may be noticed by 156

the viewer during eye movements. To overcome this issue, 157

Kellnhofer et al. [8] developed a model that can predict 158

the limits of the HVS to detect transient disparity changes, 159

allowing for seamless disparity manipulation. In this work, 160

we also rely on their visible disparity change predictor to 161

achieve seamless disparity remapping for our system. 162

As an approach complementary to manipulating dispar- 163

ity, Maiello et al. [16] proposed to simulate dioptic blur 164

on the peripheral retina based on the depth differences 165

between the gaze position and the other image region. They 166

reported that the peripheral blurring could facilitate binoc- 167

ular fusion when disparity was large. However, we do not 168

incorporate gaze-contingent image blurring in our technique 169

because it inevitably eliminates the backward compatibility to 170
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FIGURE 4. Process overview of the proposed method. The diagrams indicated by light blue, orange, and green represent the processing for the
disparity inducer synthesis from an image-disparity pair (Section III-A2), the disparity inducer synthesis from a standard stereo pair
(Section III-A3), and gaze-contingent disparity remapping (Section III-B), respectively.

2D viewers. In addition, since our technique only provides the171

disparity range where sensory fusion is possible, the benefits172

of blurring to facilitate binocular fusion are considered to be173

marginal.174

B. PHASE-BASED VIEW SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES175

The stereo image synthesis algorithm used in the proposed176

method is based on the recent development of phase-based177

view synthesis techniques. When generating a view based178

on a modified disparity map, the most common approach179

is grid-based warping of an original view image [17], [18],180

[19]. However, warping an image based on per-pixel dispar-181

ity representation cannot correctly handle complex scenes182

containing specularity, defocus/motion blur, or transparency,183

where multiple depth can present at the same image region.184

As an alternative approach, Didyk et al. [20] proposed a185

phase-based disparity manipulation technique. In this tech-186

nique, the left-right input stereo images are decomposed into187

multi-scale bandpass pyramids, and disparity is represented188

as phase differences between the left-right pair in the corre-189

sponding bands. Then, novel views are generated by inverting190

the pyramid representation after interpolating/extrapolating191

the phase differences. This technique can better represent192

scenes with complicated depth structures because of its abil-193

ity to simultaneously represent different disparities for each194

frequency band as well as the sub-pixel accuracy.195

However, the phase-based approach has a limitation in196

the supported disparity range. To overcome this limitation,197

Kellnhofer et al. [21] proposed to combine both approaches:198

they first compute a per-pixel disparity map as a rough199

estimate and then refine this map based on the phase-based200

approach to obtain per-band per-pixel disparity represen-201

tation. A novel view is generated by translating bandpass202

images based on the manipulated disparity map in the corre-203

sponding band. Their technique retains the advantages of the204

phase-based approach while being capable of handling large205

disparities as in the image warping method.206

Hidden Stereo (HS), which we use to generate ghost-free207

stereo images, is similar in essence to the phase-based tech-208

nique, as both manipulate disparity by shifting the phase209

information. The key difference between them is that HS uses210

a linear operation (i.e., the addition of a disparity inducer) to 211

shift phase in order to achieve perfect backward compatibility 212

to 2D viewing. When converting a standard stereo pair into 213

HS format, we also utilize Kellnhofer et al.’s technique [21] 214

to accurately represent large disparities in the input stereo 215

pair without potential mismatches in high-frequency bands 216

(Section III-A3). 217

III. METHOD 218

In this section, we describe the realization of the proposed 219

method in detail. The overview of the process is presented 220

in Fig. 4. We assume either a pair of an image and corre- 221

sponding disparity map or a standard stereo image pair for 222

input. Additionally, the current gaze position, represented 223

as x-y coordinates in screen space, is assumed to be given. 224

The input images are used to compute a per-band disparity 225

representation as well as to generate a disparity inducer pat- 226

tern, which is then used to synthesize a Hidden Stereo (HS) 227

image pair. The gaze position is used to compute a disparity 228

remapping function that shifts and compresses the original 229

disparity maps. 230

In the following, we first describe the basic algorithm 231

of HS, and then explain how to generate disparity induc- 232

ers from general image inputs. After that, we describe how 233

gaze-contingent disparity retargeting is applied during the 234

above process. 235

A. VIEW SYNTHESIS BY HIDDEN STEREO 236

1) BASIC ALGORITHM 237

The basic algorithm we use is the same as the original 238

method in [9]. However, we restrict the computation to one- 239

dimension (i.e., horizontal scanline of the image) to make it 240

feasible for real-time disparity manipulation. 241

Let us assume a simple example where the original image 242

is a sinusoidal pattern with a spatial frequency of ω (Fig. 5). 243

Although the actual image does not take negative intensity, 244

we can think of this example as a single frequency com- 245

ponent after Fourier decomposition. To produce disparity 246

(i.e., horizontal displacement) in this pattern, we add/subtract 247

a quadrature(π/2)-phase-shifted version of the original pat- 248

tern, scaled by a weight A. According to the basic formula 249
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FIGURE 5. The basic mechanism to produce disparity in Hidden Stereo.
Here we assume an image whose intensity profile is a sinusoidal wave in
a horizontal scanline (a). The disparity inducer (b) is generated by shifting
the original phase by π/2. The left and right stereo images, (c) and (d), are
generated by addition of (b) to (a) and subtraction of (b) from (a),
respectively. The resulting phase shift size δ in (c) and (d) can be
controlled by multiplying a weight A to the disparity inducer. Linear
fusion of the pair (c) and (d) cancels out the disparity inducer (b) and
makes the intensity profile the same as the original wave (a).

for composite trigonometric functions, the above operation250

yields a pattern of the same spatial frequency with its phase251

shifted by φ = arctanA:252

sinωx + A sin(ωx +
π

2
) =

√
1+ A2 sin(ωx + φ),253

sinωx−A sin(ωx +
π

2
) =

√
1+ A2 sin(ωx − φ), (1)254

Therefore, we can control the amount of disparity by255

adjusting the weight A. When we want to produce a disparity256

of size d , the required phase shift size is φ = ωd/2. The257

required weight value is thus258

A = tan
ωd
2
. (2)259

It should be noted that there is a limit in the reproducible260

disparity size. In theory, a sinusoidal pattern cannot be dis-261

placed beyond half of its wavelength. Thus, the maximum262

disparity that can be achieved is π/ω.263

2) SYNTHESIS FROM AN IMAGE-DISPARITY PAIR264

In practice, we apply the above operation after decompos-265

ing an image into multiple bandpass components as shown266

in Fig. 6. Inspired by [21], we use 1D versions of filters267

employed in the complex steerable pyramid [10]. However,268

we do not use the lowpass residual component in the pyramid269

as it is not necessary to construct disparity inducer patterns.270

Here, we assume that a single 2D image I and a cor-271

responding disparity map D are given. Positive and nega-272

tive disparity values in D represent the disparity closer to273

(i.e., crossed disparity) and farther away from the viewer274

than the screen plane (i.e., uncrossed disparity), respectively.275

We first decompose the input image by applying a series of276

filters ψ to discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the I . When277

applying DFT, we use the Periodic Plus Smooth Decomposi-278

tion technique [22] to efficiently remove artifacts caused by279

the periodic boundary condition imposed by DFT. Let F and280

F−1 be the DFT and its inverse function, respectively, the281

complex bandpass responses of I in the f -th spatial frequency282

band are 283

Bf = F−1
(
ψfF(I )

)
. (3) 284

Then, we get the quadrature-phase shifted responses B̃ by 285

taking the imaginary part: 286

B̃f = Im[Bf ]. (4) 287

Next, we compute the weight values A that are applied 288

to the quadrature-phase components. The weights are deter- 289

mined based on the input disparity map D. To prevent alias- 290

ing, we first construct a multiscale pyramid representation of 291

the disparity map, GD, so that GD in the f -th level (GDf ) only 292

contains spatial frequency bands less than and equal to B̃f . 293

To compute GDf , we average disparities in its local neighbor- 294

hood along the horizontal scanline over a range equal to the 295

wavelength of each band f , following [21]. Then, according 296

to Eq. 2, the weight function A can be written as: 297

Af = tan
ωfGDf
2

, (5) 298

where ωf denotes the peak frequency of the f -th frequency 299

band. Note that the above operation preserves the signs of 300

disparity values, and if the weight A is positive, the resulting 301

disparity inducer produces crossed disparity, while if the 302

weight A is negative, the resulting disparity inducer shifts 303

the image in the opposite direction, producing uncrossed 304

disparity. 305

The weight values computed by the above equation can 306

become infinitely large as the input disparity value is close to 307

a half of the wavelength of each frequency band. Therefore, 308

following [9], we limit the maximum absolute weight to one 309

as: 310

A′f = min(max(Af ,−1), 1), (6) 311

This means that the maximum phase shift of each bandpass 312

component is limited to ±π/4. Although limiting the weight 313

values in this way can cause inconsistency in disparity sizes 314

across spatial frequencies, it does not produce significant 315

problems as long as the disparity sizes do not exceed a cer- 316

tain limit (which was subjectively measured as the effective 317

disparity range of HS in [9]). This is because the HVS has 318

independent disparity detection mechanisms, each tuned to 319

various ranges of spatial frequencies [12], [23]. A small 320

inconsistency across disparity detected by those mechanisms 321

will be resolved later in the integration process (please refer 322

to Appendix in [9] for details). 323

Finally, we can obtain the disparity inducer ID by recon- 324

structing the weighted quadrature-phase components. The 325

reconstruction can be easily performed by summing up all 326

the band-pass components after applying the same filters as 327

used in the decomposition: 328

ID = F−1
∑

f

ψfF(A′f B̃f )

 . (7) 329
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FIGURE 6. Process of generating a disparity-inducer at a horizontal scanline (i.e., the red horizontal line in the
input/output images).

3) SYNTHESIS FROM A STANDARD STEREO PAIR330

In another practical scenario, one may want to convert stan-331

dard stereo images into ghost-free HS images. A simple332

solution to achieve this is to compute a disparity map and333

generate a disparity inducer for one of the input stereo334

images as described in Section III-A2. As an alternative way,335

Fukiage et al. [9] directly computed phase differences336

between bandpass components of the input stereo pair and337

used them to obtain weight values A for each bandpass com-338

ponent. The latter approach has the advantage that it can339

represent per-band disparities for each pixel, which better340

captures disparities in complex scenes containing specularity,341

defocus/motion blur, and transparent objects [20]. However,342

the phase-based technique has a limitation in that the disparity343

estimation fails when the disparity range in the stereo pair is344

relatively large. To overcome this limitation, we first compute345

a per-pixel disparity map as a rough estimate and refine it346

for each spatial frequency band based on the phase-based347

approach as done in [21].348

Following [21], we first compute a rough disparity esti-349

mate D using a method of Hosni et al. [24] from an input350

stereo pair IL and IR. Here, we assume that the stereo pair351

is rectified so that we can perform the following process-352

ing independently within each horizontal scanline. From the353

per-pixel disparity mapD, we initialize the per-band disparity354

maps G′Df by averaging disparities in its local neighborhood355

over a range equal to the wavelength of each band f .356

The initial disparity maps are refined using residual phase357

differences between the input stereo pair. For this, we first358

decompose IL and IR into complex bandpass responses BLf359

and BRf , respectively. Then, we find the correspondences360

between BLf and BRf using G′Df ; for each position x in the361

left bandpass response BLf (x), the corresponding right band-362

pass response is found at the closest pixel to x − G′Df (x).363

The per-band disparity maps are refined using the364

phase differences between these corresponding bandpass365

responses 1φ as366

GDf = G′Df +
1φ

ωf
. (8)367

After the refined disparitymaps are obtained, the process to368

generate the disparity inducer is the same as in Section III-A2369

(Eqs. 5-7). Finally, HS image pairs I ′L and I ′R are obtained by 370

adding/subtracting the disparity inducer ID to/from the input 371

left image IL . 372

4) ADDITIONAL PROCESSING 373

Below, we describe a few additional implementation details 374

when generating a disparity inducer. 375

a: CLIPPING DISPARITY INDUCER 376

The addition of a disparity inducer can cause the intensities of 377

the resulting stereo images to exceed the displayable dynamic 378

range. We handle this problem by clipping the disparity 379

inducer wherever the intensities in the resulting stereo images 380

exceed predefined bounds (e.g., [0,255]). Please refer to [9] 381

for detail. 382

b: GAMMA CORRECTION 383

Care must be taken so that the disparity inducer is per- 384

fectly canceled out when images are actually presented on 385

a 3D monitor. Typical display devices have a nonlinear 386

response function. In order to compensate for this, images 387

are usually encoded as gamma-corrected values (i.e., sRGB 388

color space). Thus, we first linearize the input image(s) 389

and generate a Hidden Stereo pair in the linear color 390

space. Then, we convert the Hidden Stereo pair back into 391

the gamma-corrected space before sending them to the 392

monitor. 393

c: COLOR PROCESSING 394

When processing color images, we simply process each of 395

the RGB channels independently to obtain an HS image pair. 396

However, the computational cost can be reduced by applying 397

HS conversion only to the luminance channel, exploiting the 398

fact that the luminance information is dominant in human 399

stereopsis [12]. In this case, we first convert the input images 400

into the YUV color space and apply HS conversion to the 401

Y channel only. Then, the HS image pair in the YUV color 402

space is converted back to the original RGB color space. For 403

this color conversion, we followed the formula provided in 404

ITU-R Rec. 601 [25]. 405
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FIGURE 7. Process to construct a disparity mapping function. A histogram
of disparity values around the gaze position is constructed. The 5 and
95 percentiles of the histogram as well as the minimum and maximum
disparity values are chosen for control points (P1 to P4) for the disparity
mapping function. The control points are also vertically shifted so that the
50 percentile point of the histogram comes close to zero disparity. The
control points are then smoothly interpolated to construct a disparity
mapping function.

B. GAZE-CONTINGENT DISPARITY RETARGETING406

To make the most of the effective disparity range of HS,407

we retarget the disparity range depending on the current408

gaze position. The retargeting algorithm we use is based409

on Kellnhofer et al.’s technique [8]. In this technique, the410

disparity values around the gaze position are retargetedwithin411

a certain range while the transition of the disparity remapping412

function is smoothed so that the temporal artifact due to413

disparity manipulation becomes imperceptible.414

1) CONSTRUCTING THE DISPARITY REMAPPING FUNCTION415

Here, we describe how the disparity remapping function is416

defined given an input disparity map D and gaze position x.417

In the case of stereo image conversion (Section III-A3),418

we use the initial disparity estimate for D.419

Figure 7 shows the process used to construct a disparity420

remapping function. As the first step, a histogram of disparity421

values around x is constructed. The contribution of each422

disparity value to the histogram is weighted according to a423

Gaussian function centered at x. The standard deviation of424

the Gaussian function is set to 2.5 deg, following [8]. This425

range was determined based on the fact that stereo acuity is426

significantly impaired beyond it [26].427

Then, the disparity values from the 5th percentile (p05) to428

the 95th percentile (p95) of the histogram are retargeted to429

a pre-specified target range [dmin, dmax]. We assume that the430

target range is set to fall within the effective range of HS,431

which is around 6-8 min according to the previous work [9].432

We will also investigate the optimal range using the current433

implementation in a user study (Appendix D). The remapping434

function is defined by four control points P1-P4 defined as:435

P1 = [min(D), dmin],436

P2 = [p05, dmin],437

P3 = [p95, dmax],438

P4 = [max(D), dmax]. (9)439

To prevent the remapping function frommagnifying disparity440

values beyond the original values, the slope between P2 and441

P3 is constrained so as not to exceed one, as done in [8].442

We also vertically shift all the control points so that the line443

connecting P2 and P3 crosses the point [p50, 0]. This makes444

the disparities of the gaze position closer to zero disparity 445

(i.e., screen plane). Then, we additionally clip the dispar- 446

ity range to [dmin, dmax] as the control points can deviate 447

from the range by the vertical shift. Although this clipping 448

moves the zero-crossing point slightly away from [p50, 0], 449

we do not perform further refinements since the perceptual 450

gain achieved does not justify the additional computational 451

cost. 452

Finally, the intermediate points between these control 453

points are smoothly interpolated by the piecewise cubic Her- 454

mite interpolating polynomial. The disparity mapping func- 455

tion is applied to the per-band disparity maps GDf for each 456

spatial frequency band f . 457

2) TEMPORAL SMOOTHING OF DISPARITY REMAPPING 458

Directly applying the remapping function computed for each 459

frame produces sudden disparity changes that are visible to 460

users with 3D glasses. To prevent this, the remapping function 461

is temporally smoothed so that the amount of transition in 462

terms of disparity scaling and shifting does not exceed a cer- 463

tain threshold. For the threshold, we use twice the detection 464

threshold predicted by the visible disparity change predictor 465

(VDCP) developed by Kellnhofer et al. [8] because this was 466

found to be the best compromise between the depth repro- 467

duction and stability for natural scenes in their subjective 468

experiment. 469

IV. RESULT 470

A. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 471

We evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm 472

for both input cases: Synthesis from an image-disparity pair 473

(Section III-A2) and synthesis from a standard stereo pair 474

(Section III-A3). The number of pyramid levels was deter- 475

mined depending on the width W of the input image as 476

dlog2W − 3e. We implemented all the processing, including 477

gaze-contingent disparity manipulation and HS image con- 478

version, on GPU using CUDA. Here, we assume that even in 479

the case of having a standard stereo pair as input, the disparity 480

map D is either given or precomputed and stored as an image 481

together with the input stereo pair. 482

For each input type, we tested the three different variants 483

of implementation to process color images. 484

• RGB Each of the RGB channels is independently pro- 485

cessed to obtain an HS image pair. 486

• Lum. The image is processed only in the luminance 487

channel after being converted to the YUV color space 488

as described in Section III-A4.c. 489

• Lum. half To further reduce the computational cost, the 490

disparity inducer is computed with half the resolution in 491

the horizontal direction. The generated disparity inducer 492

is then upscaled to the original size by linear interpo- 493

lation and added to, or subtracted from, the cyclopean 494

view image. This approach works because the disparity 495

detection mechanisms in the HVS are not very sensitive 496

to high frequency patterns [12]. 497
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of Hidden Stereo images obtained by generating the disparity inducer in different ways. The leftmost
column shows disparity maps for each scene. The white dot in the disparity map indicates the gaze position used to compress
disparity. The second to last columns show the left image of the stereo pairs generated by each method. The area in the red
rectangle is enlarged and presented on the right side. (RGB) Disparity inducers are generated by independently processing each
of the RGB channels. (Lum) Disparity inducers are generated by only processing the luminance components of the input images.
(Lum-half) Disparity inducers are generated by only processing the luminance components of the input images with half the
resolution in the horizontal direction. The results show that the quality comparable to RGB can be obtained by Lum or Lum-half.

TABLE 1. Performance of the proposed method measured in frames per
second.

Figure 8 shows some examples of comparison between498

the approximated versions of implementation. The results499

demonstrate that the differences are negligibly small.500

For each of the above three implementations (denoted501

respectively as RGB, Lum., and Lum. half), we measured the502

overall performance of our algorithm in frames per second503

(FPS) for two different input sizes (i.e., 1280 × 720 and504

1920 × 1080) for each input type (i.e., image-disparity pair505

and stereo pair). The performance was measured on a desktop506

computer with a NVIDIA Geforce RTX 3090 (24GB GPU507

memory).508

The results indicate that the proposed method can run at509

more than 30 FPS for Full-HD resolution inputs when pro-510

cessed in the single luminance channel or with reduced inter-511

nal resolution. The large performance difference between512

the two input types is due to the presence/absence of the513

phase-based disparity refinement process, which accounts for514

about 40% (RGB) or 60% (Lum) of the entire processing time.515

The computational time required for the disparity remapping516

was negligibly small (up to a few percent) compared to the517

view synthesis process.518

B. EFFECT OF GAZE-CONTINGENT DISPARITY519

REMAPPING520

Examples of the results obtained by the proposed method521

are presented in Fig. 9. Here, disparities in the original input522

stereo pair (top row) are compressed to [−8, 8] min, which523

is around the effective disparity range of HS [9]. In global524

compression (the second row), we globally compressed the525

original disparity map by the disparity remapping function526

obtained by using the 5th and 95th percentiles of the dis- 527

parity histogram constructed from the entire image. Due to 528

the excessive compression, the depth profile appears to be 529

unclear in some parts of the image, especially in the lower 530

and upper areas. Using gaze-contingent compression (the 531

third and fourth rows), the depth structures are preserved 532

around the gaze position (indicated by the white dot in the 533

disparity map), and the depth impressions comparable to the 534

original stereo image can be perceived in that area. For more 535

results including videos with dynamic disparity remapping, 536

please refer to the supplementary material. In Appendix C, 537

we quantitatively show the degree to which gaze-contingent 538

disparity remapping can improve the local disparity range 539

around gaze positions. 540

C. COMPARISON WITH AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW 541

SYNTHESIS METHOD 542

We also compare our results with those obtained by an alter- 543

native view synthesis technique that does not hide dispar- 544

ity information for 2D viewers. We refer to this alternative 545

method as UnHidden Stereo, or UHS for brevity. 546

For this comparison, we used a view synthesis technique 547

developed by Kellnhofer et al. [21] as it also relies on the 548

same per-band per-pixel disparity representation. In this tech- 549

nique, a stereo image pair is generated by displacing each 550

bandpass image of one of the input stereo images (i.e., the 551

left image) in two opposite directions according to the target 552

per-band disparity map. For this, the wavelet coefficients 553

around occluded regions are first attenuated to avoid mixing 554

foreground and background signals. Then, the non-uniform 555

Fourier transform is used to displace the wavelet position 556

according to the disparity map. Please refer to the original 557

paper for details. 558

Figure 10 presents the comparison results. Here, disparities 559

in the original input stereo pair are compressed to [−8, 8] 560

min according to the gaze position indicated by the white dot. 561

The comparison of stereo images shown in the first to third 562

columns demonstrate that the perceived depth impression in 563
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FIGURE 9. Results of gaze-contingent remapping applied to Hidden Stereo. The top row presents the input stereo pair. The second row shows the
result of global disparity compression. The third and fourth rows show results of gaze-contingent remapping obtained with two different gaze
positions. The leftmost column shows the disparity remapping functions and disparity maps used to generate the Hidden Stereo images. The white
dot in the disparity map indicates the gaze position used to compress disparity. The image pairs in the second and third columns are for cross
fusion, and those in the third and fourth columns are for parallel fusion. (The images in the second and fourth columns are identical.) The images
are best viewed from a distance that is 1.5 times the image width.

HS is comparable to that in UHS. On the other hand, the564

simulated appearances of stereo images for glassless viewers565

(the rightmost column) show that UHS exhibits visible ghosts566

outside the gaze position while HS does not.567

V. SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION568

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we con-569

ducted a user study. The primary objective of the study was to570

ascertain if our method can retain backward compatibility for571

2D viewers under dynamic disparity manipulation. However,572

we were also interested in the depth impressions and image573

quality obtained by our method perceived by 3D viewers574

compared to those obtained by different variants of stereo 575

synthesis methods. Therefore, the participants evaluated the 576

stereo images both with and without 3D glasses. The study 577

employed a pairwise comparison task, where the participants 578

compared the stereo images generated by two different meth- 579

ods and chose the one they preferred. 580

A. METHOD 581

1) COMPARISON METHOD 582

We compare the proposed Gaze-Contingent Hidden Stereo 583

technique (GC-HS) to the following three different 584
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of stereo images generated by Hidden Stereo (top) and Unhidden Stereo (bottom). The image pairs in the
first and second columns are for cross fusion, and those in the second and third columns are for parallel fusion. (The images in the
first and third columns are identical.) The rightmost column presents the appearance of stereo images for glassless viewers, which
were synthetically generated by averaging the left and right images. Unhidden Stereo exhibits visible ghosts outside the gaze position
(the white dot) while Hidden Stereo does not. Please see the enlarged area enclosed in red and blue rectangles. The images are best
viewed from a distance of 1.5 times the image width. The disparity range is compressed within [−8,8] min according to the gaze
position indicated by the white dot.

variants of the stereo synthesis methods: Hidden Stereo585

without gaze-contingent disparity remapping (HS), Unhidden586

Stereo (UHS), and Unhidden Stereo in conjunction with587

Gaze-Contingent disparity remapping (GC-UHS). We imple-588

mented all of the comparison techniques on GPU using589

CUDA to achieve real-time performance.590

Below, we describe the comparison techniques in detail.591

For all the methods including the proposed method (GC-HS),592

stereo images are generated by using a standard stereo image593

pair as input.594

a: WITH VS WITHOUT GAZE-CONTINGENT DISPARITY595

REMAPPING596

Regarding the gaze-contingent methods (GC-HS and597

GC-UHS), the disparity map is compressed to a given598

range [−d, d] by the disparity remapping function con-599

ditioned on the gaze location as in Section III-B. In the600

other methods (HS and UHS), the disparity map is globally601

compressed by the disparity remapping function obtained602

by using the 5th and 95th percentiles of the disparity his-603

togram constructed from the entire image for dmin and dmax ,604

respectively.605

b: HIDDEN STEREO VS UNHIDDEN STEREO606

For the methods using Hidden Stereo (GC-HS and HS), the607

process after the disparity map is obtained is exactly the608

same as described in Section III-A3. In the methods using609

Unhidden Stereo (UHS and GC-UHS), a stereo image pair610

is generated by displacing the bandpass image of one of611

the input stereo images (i.e., the left image) in two opposite612

directions as described in Section IV-C.613

FIGURE 11. 3D scenes used in user studies.

2) APPARATUS 614

A 31-inch SONY LMD-X310MT monitor equipped with a 615

passive (polarizing) 3D system was used as the presentation 616

device. The resolution of the screen was 4096 × 2160, and 617

the left and right stereo images were displayed in odd and 618

even horizontal scan lines, respectively. The participants wore 619

polarized 3D glasses to separately view the stereo pair in 620

different eyes. A Tobii 4C EyeTracker (90Hz) was used to 621

monitor gaze locations. The experiments were conducted in 622

a dimly lit room. The observation distance was set at 80 cm so 623

that the accuracy of the eye tracker could be kept sufficiently 624

high. 625

3) STIMULI 626

The eight different scenes shown in Fig. 11 were used to gen- 627

erate stimuli. Five were camera-captured scenes taken from 628

MPI Light Field Archive (MPI-LFA) [27] and Middlebury 629

Stereo Datasets (MSD) [28], [29]. The remaining three were 630

computer-generated scenes taken from the 4D Light Field 631

Benchmark (4D-LFB) [30]. 632
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To ensure a fair comparison between the HS and UHS633

methods, the images were processed independently for each634

color channel because processing only in the luminance635

channel results in visible color artifacts especially for the636

UHS method under large disparity conditions. To maintain637

high frame rates in both methods, the images were resized638

to smaller scales when synthesizing stereo images and then639

upscaled to fit the screen size using bilinear interpolation. The640

image sizes used for image generation and presentation for641

each scene are summarized in Table 2.642

The initial disparity estimates D of the two scenes from643

MPI-LFA were computed by Hosni et al.’s method [24].644

For the remaining scenes, the ground truth disparity maps645

provided in each dataset were used for D because we wanted646

to eliminate the effect of disparity estimation accuracy as647

much as possible. Note, however, that even when ground648

truth disparity is present, we still used the phase-based dis-649

parity refinement process (Eq. 8) because it has an advantage650

especially when the scene contains transparent or reflective651

material as inKitchen. The disparity ranges of the stereo pairs652

used for input to generate stimuli are summarized in Table 2.653

In Appendix A, we also evaluate the objectively measured654

image quality of the synthesized images generated by both655

the HS and UHS methods when using the tested 3D scenes656

for input.657

4) PARTICIPANTS658

Fourteen participants (aged between 20 and 45) who were659

unaware of the purpose of the study took part in the study. All660

had a normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had experi-661

ence viewing stereo video content at home, in movie theaters,662

or amusement parks. They also passed a stereo-blindness test663

using a random-dot stereogram.664

Written informed consent was obtained from all the partic-665

ipants prior to the start of the experiment. The experimental666

protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of667

our organization and was conducted in accordance with the668

ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki.669

5) TASK670

The experiment was divided into 2D sessions and 3D ses-671

sions, depending on whether the participants observed the672

stimuli with or without glasses. In both sessions, the par-673

ticipants compared stereo images generated by the proposed674

method (GC-HS) and one of the other methods and selected675

the preferred one by pressing a button. In the 2D session, the676

participatns were asked about their preference about image677

quality as ‘‘Which image showed better image quality?’’678

In the 3D session, in addition to the above question, they679

were asked about their preference about depth impressions680

as ‘‘Which image showed a stronger sense of depth?’’681

For each session, the two stereo images were sequen-682

tially presented in random order for 10 seconds each, with683

a 2-second blank interval inserted in between. The partici-684

pants were instructed to move their eyes to see various image685

areas. The presentation of the stimuli could be repeated as686

FIGURE 12. Results of pairwise comparisons in User study 1. Percentages
for our method (Gaze-Contingent Hidden Stereo, GC-HS) being preferred
in terms of 2D image quality (left), depth impressions (center), and 3D
image quality (right) are shown. The 2D image quality results were
obtained in the 2D session (without wearing 3D glasses) while those for
depth impressions and 3D image quality were obtained in the 3D session
(while wearing 3D glasses). The asterisks show the statistical significance
obtained with a binomial test.

needed. Between the trials, a white dot was presented at the 687

gaze position measured by the eye tracker, which allowed 688

the participants to check if the eye tracker was monitoring 689

their gaze position correctly. In the 2D session, we used gaze 690

positions pre-recorded during the 3D session of the same 691

scene to remap disparity in the gaze-contingent methods. The 692

rationale for this was to simulate the situation in which a 693

2D viewer observes the scene manipulated based on the gaze 694

position of a different 3D viewer. 695

6) CONDITIONS 696

The disparity ranges of the input stereo pairs were com- 697

pressed to either [−4, 4] or [−8, 8] min. The disparity 698

ranges were determined based on the effective disparity range 699

(i.e., 6-8 min) suggested in the previous work [9]. In the 700

2D session, the stereo image generated by the proposed 701

method (GC-HS) was compared with the clean 2D reference 702

image (where an identical image was presented to the two 703

eyes) in addition to the stereo images of the three comparison 704

methods. The reference image was a binocular presentation 705

of the same monocular image (i.e., the input left image). 706

The comparison with respect to the reference was included 707

to check if the proposed method could actually ‘‘hide’’ 708

the disparity information. In total, there were 64 conditions 709

(4 comparison pairs × 8 scenes × 2 disparity ranges) in 710

the 2D session and 48 conditions (3 comparison pairs × 711

8 scenes × 2 disparity ranges) in the 3D session. 712

7) PROCEDURE 713

Each participant ran the 2D and 3D sessions successively 714

and performed each pairwise comparison twice in a ran- 715

domized order. The order of sessions was counterbalanced 716

across participants. At the beginning of each of the 2D and 717

3D sessions, the participants completed a practice session 718

consisting of stimuli generated by both the HS and UHS 719

methods using two scenes not used for the main experiment. 720

During the practice session, the participants were instructed 721

on what kind of image quality degradation could be typically 722

observed. For example, we showed that unnatural lustrous 723
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TABLE 2. Details about the input 3D scenes used in the user study. Columns 5 through 8 show the minimum, maximum, 5th percentile, and 95th
percentile of disparity values in the scene, respectively.

impressions (typical artifacts in the HS method with large724

target disparity sizes) could be observed in the 3D session,725

and blur and double images could be observed in the 2D726

session. A 10-minute break was taken after every 20 trials.727

The entire experiment took approximately 4.5 hours for each728

subject.729

B. RESULTS730

The percentages for our method (GC-HS) being preferred731

over the other threemethods in the 2D session are presented in732

Fig. 12(a). The results for individual scenes are presented in733

Fig. 14 in Appendix B. Binomial tests revealed a significantly734

higher preference rate for our method than for the two Unhid-735

den Stereo methods (UHS and GC-UHS) in both disparity736

ranges. On the other hand, the preference rate was similar737

between our method and HS, and between our method and738

the monocular reference image. These results indicate that739

the disparity information was effectively hidden to viewers740

without glasses despite the dynamic disparity manipulations,741

while the ghost caused by the stereo disparity significantly742

degraded the image quality in the UHS methods.743

Figure 12(b) presents the 3D session results. The results744

for individual scenes are presented in Fig. 15 in Appendix B.745

Binomial tests revealed that our method produces signifi-746

cantly stronger depth impressions than the two compared747

methods with global disparity compression (HS and UHS) in748

both of the tested disparity ranges. There was no significant749

difference between the depth impressions for our method and750

GC-UHS and the proportion was nearly 50/50. This indicates751

that our method can produce depth impressions equivalent752

to those of the unhidden stereo synthesis method under the753

tested disparity ranges (4 min and 8 min).754

As for the image quality for 3D viewers, the results showed755

that the image quality of our method is as good as that756

of HS. This indicates that gaze-contingent disparity manip-757

ulation effectively improves the depth impressions of HS758

without degrading the 3D image quality. We also found that759

the image quality of our method (GC-HS) is not inferior760

to that of the two methods using unhidden stereo synthesis761

(UHS and GC-UHS). Rather, the image quality obtained762

with our method was unexpectedly superior. This might763

be because HS is more resistant to disparity estimation764

errors that are often observed in high frequency components765

due to mismatches in the phase-based refinement process.766

Alternatively, participants might simply prefer HS images 767

because they tended to have slightly higher contrast 768

due to its additive nature. See Appendix E for further 769

discussion. 770

In summary, the subjective evaluation demonstrated that 771

gaze-contingent disparity remapping and Hidden Stereo 772

actually work together complementarily to compensate for 773

each other’s weaknesses: Hidden Stereo completely hides 774

the dynamic disparity manipulations to 2D viewers while 775

gaze-contingent disparity remapping enhances the depth 776

impressions produced by Hidden Stereo without degrading 777

3D image quality for a 3D viewer. In an additional user study 778

presented in Appendix D, we further show that the same 779

conclusion is obtained by using the absolute quality rating 780

with respect to reference images. 781

VI. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK 782

We limit the disparity range to the effective range of Hidden 783

Stereo estimated in the previous work [9]. However, the 784

optimal range depends on the contrast, spatial frequency of 785

the content as well as the eccentricity. Building a perceptual 786

model to predict this effect and optimizing disparity ranges 787

for each content and for each eccentricity is therefore an 788

important challenge for the future. 789

As a general limitation of gaze-contingent disparity remap- 790

ping techniques, improvements achieved by gaze-contingent 791

remapping are reduced in cases where a relatively wide range 792

of disparity values are contained within a local region. This 793

is typically observed when there is a complicated object with 794

fine structures or transparent material. 795

In addition, temporal smoothing of the disparity mapping 796

function [8] employed in this work degrades the effect of 797

gaze-contingent manipulations when a viewer keeps moving 798

his/her eyes. A promising solution is to exploit saccadic sup- 799

pression to allow more aggressive disparity changes during 800

saccadic eye movements (e.g., [31]). 801

VII. CONCLUSION 802

In this paper, we combined gaze-contingent disparity remap- 803

ping with Hidden Stereo. This made it possible to present 804

clear 2D images to an unlimited number of viewers without 805

glasses, while improving the impression of depth obtained 806

with Hidden Stereo for a viewer with glasses. Although 807

our technique presents disparity sizes only within the upper 808
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FIGURE 13. Objective image quality scores of the synthesized images
measured by PSNR (left) and SSIM (right).

limit of binocular sensory fusion, gaze-contingent remapping809

replaces the functional role of the actual vergence eye move-810

ments by constantly shifting the disparity around the gaze811

position toward the screen plane. To enable real-time image812

synthesis, we simplified the original Hidden Stereo algorithm813

such that the computation is restricted to the 1D scanline814

and parallelized it on GPU. The subjective evaluation demon-815

strated the effectiveness of the proposed method.816

APPENDIX A817

COMPARISON OF OBJECTIVE IMAGE QUALITY OF818

SYNTHESIZED STEREO IMAGES PRODUCED819

BY HS AND UHS METHODS820

To see the objectively measured quality of stereo images gen-821

erated by the HS and UHS methods, we computed PSNR and822

SSIM between the synthesized views and the corresponding823

ground truth views. The images were generated from the824

3D scenes tested in the user studies (Table 3). The input825

disparity levels 1, 2, and 3 were used for FairyCollection,826

Bikes and the input disparity levels 2 and 3 were used for827

Kitchen, Medieval, and Tomb. The other scenes were not828

included because the ground truth views that correspond to829

the synthesized viewswere not available. Note that we did not830

apply any disparity compression to synthesize these views.831

We computed the quality scores for the left and right images832

of each synthesized stereo pair and averaged them to obtain833

a single score for each input.834

The results are presented in Fig. 13. We found that both835

PSNR and SSIM were higher overall in UHS than HS.836

In addition, the scores for HS significantly degraded as the837

disparity level increased while those for UHS remained mod-838

erately high even with large disparity levels. This is expected839

as HS has a limitation in the reproducible disparity range.840

However, in the user study, we found that the subjectively841

rated image quality under the 3D viewing conditions was842

significantly higher for HSwhen the disparity size was within843

the effective range of 8 min. Thus, these conventional image844

quality metrics are not a good predictor for binocularly pre-845

sented stereo images. Whether the objective quality metrics846

specifically developed for stereo images can better handle847

HS-synthesized images is a topic to be investigated in future848

work.849

APPENDIX B 850

INDIVIDUAL SCENES RESULTS OF THE USER STUDY 851

Figures 14 and 15 respectively present the individual scene 852

results of the 2D and 3D sessions in the user study of the 853

main paper. 854

APPENDIX C 855

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS ON THE EFFECT OF 856

GAZE-CONTINGENT DISPARITY REMAPPING 857

In this section, we objectively analyze the degree to which 858

gaze-contingent disparity remapping can improve the local 859

disparity range around the gaze positions. To this end, we con- 860

structed local disparity histograms around gaze positions 861

while participants observed five scenes (i.e., FairyCollec- 862

tion, Bikes, Kitchen, Medieval, and Tomb) in the user study 863

described in the next section (Appendix D). The contribu- 864

tion of each disparity value to the histogram was weighted 865

according to a Gaussian window with standard deviation 866

equal to 2.5 deg. For each scene, three different input disparity 867

levels (summarized in Table 3) were remapped to different 868

disparity ranges. Specifically, the stereo pairs with disparity 869

level 3 were remapped to the disparity ranges of [−4, 4], 870

[−8, 8], and [−16, 16] min, those with disparity level 2 were 871

remapped to [−4, 4] and [−8, 8] min, and those with dis- 872

parity level 1 were remapped to [−4, 4] min. The dispar- 873

ity was remapped either gaze-contingently or globally as in 874

Section V-A1.a. Then, for each input scene, we computed 875

the average disparity range (95th percentile minus 5th per- 876

centile) over all fixations of all participants for each of the 877

three conditions: (1) Original disparity (disparity in the input 878

stereo image), (2) Gaze-contingently compressed disparity, 879

(3) Globally compressed disparity. 880

The local disparity ranges obtained in this analysis are 881

shown in Fig. 16. Here, the green data points indicate the 882

disparity ranges of the original (input) scenes. The light 883

red points (with dotted lines) indicate those after global 884

compression. The red points (with solid lines) indicate 885

those after gaze-contingent remapping. As expected, the 886

global compression significantly reduced the local disparity 887

range around gaze positions when the target disparity range 888

(abscissa) was below the original one. On the other hand, 889

the gaze-contingent remapping successfully increased the 890

disparity range under these conditions. 891

APPENDIX D 892

SECOND USER STUDY: ABSOLUTE QUALITY RATING 893

The user study presented in our main paper demonstrated the 894

effectiveness of our method relative to the other comparison 895

methods using a pairwise comparison task. However, it is also 896

important to investigate the perceived fidelity of each synthe- 897

sized image to the original, the physically correct one, on an 898

absolute scale. Therefore, in the second study, the participants 899

compared a stereo image obtained with each method with 900

the input stereo image and rated the image quality and depth 901

strength in terms of degradation from the original input. 902
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FIGURE 14. Results of pairwise comparisons in the user study (Section V in the main paper) when viewed without 3D glasses (2D viewing
condition). Percentages of our method (GC-HS) being preferred in terms of image quality are shown. The results indicate that the 2D
image quality of our method is as good as those of 2D clean reference images and HS, while much higher than those of unhidden stereos
(UHS and GC-UHS).

FIGURE 15. Results of pairwise comparisons in the user study (Section 5 in the main paper) when viewed with 3D glasses (3D viewing
condition). Percentages of our method (GC-HS) being preferred in terms of depth impressions (top row) and image quality (bottom) are
shown. The results indicate that our method improves depth impressions for the 3D viewer in comparison with those without
gaze-contingent disparity remapping (HS and UHS), while retaining 3D image quality comparable to that of HS or better than those of
unhidden stereos (UHS and GC-UHS).

A. METHOD903

1) COMPARISON METHODS AND APPARATUS904

The same comparison methods (i.e., GC-HS, HS, GC-UHS,905

and UHS) and apparatus that were used in the first user study906

were also used in this study.907

2) PARTICIPANTS908

Fifteen participants (aged between 20 and 45) who were909

unaware of the purpose of the study took part in the exper-910

iment. All had a normal or corrected-to-normal vision,911

and had experience viewing stereo video content at home,912

in movie theaters, or amusement parks. They also passed a913

stereo-blindness test using a random-dot stereogram.914

3) TASK 915

As in the first experiment, the experimental sessions were 916

divided into 2D sessions and 3D sessions. In both ses- 917

sions, the participant compared a reference image with a 918

synthesized stereo image (test) the disparity of which was 919

compressed by either GC-HS, HS, GC-UHS, or UHS meth- 920

ods. In the 2D session, binocular presentation of the same 921

monocular image (i.e., the input left image) was used as 922

the reference, and the participants evaluated the impairment 923

in perceived image quality by pressing a button. In the 924

3D session, the input stereo image was used as the reference, 925

and participants evaluated the impairment in both perceived 926

image quality and depth strength by pressing a button. 927
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TABLE 3. Details of the input 3D scenes used in the quality rating experiment.

FIGURE 16. Local disparity ranges (95th percentile - 5th percentile) averaged across gaze points measured during the second user study. The first
column shows the aggregated results over all the test scenes. The second to last columns show the results of individual scenes. The error bars represent
95% confidence intervals. For details, please refer to Appendix C.

In each trial, the reference and test images were presented928

sequentially for 10 seconds each, with a 2-second blank929

interval inserted in between. After that, the response screen930

was presented and participants were asked about the image931

quality (in both the 2D and 3D sessions) and the depth932

strength (only in the 3D session), namely, ‘‘Compared to the933

reference stimulus, to what extent did the image quality of934

the test stimulus appear to be degraded from the reference935

stimulus?’’ and ‘‘Compared to the reference stimulus, to what936

extent did the depth strength of the test stimulus appear to937

be degraded from the reference stimulus?’’ According to the938

double-stimulus impairment scale (DSIS) method [32], the939

participants rated the impairment on the following 5-point940

scale: 5 (imperceptible), 4 (perceptible, but not annoying),941

3 (slightly annoying), 2 (annoying), and 1 (very annoying).942

The participants were instructed to move their eyes to see943

various image areas. The presentation of the stimuli could be 944

repeated as needed. In the 2D session, we used gaze positions 945

pre-recorded during the 3D session of the same scene to 946

remap disparity in the gaze-contingent methods. 947

4) STIMULI AND CONDITION 948

Stereo pairs from the same scenes used in the local disparity 949

analysis (Appendix C) were used as input to generate stimuli 950

(summarized in Table 3). As in Appendix C, the stereo pairs 951

with disparity level 3 were remapped to the disparity ranges 952

of [−4, 4], [−8, 8], and [−16, 16] min, those with disparity 953

level 2 were remapped to [−4, 4] and [−8, 8] min, and those 954

with disparity level 1 were remapped to [−4, 4] min. Oth- 955

erwise, the stimuli were generated in the same way as in the 956

first user study. In the 2D session, a control condition inwhich 957

the input left image was presented both as a reference and test 958
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FIGURE 17. Image quality scores averaged across participants in the 2D session of the second user study. The first column shows the aggregated
results over all the test scenes. The second to last columns show the results of individual scenes. The error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
Each row shows the results at different input disparity levels as shown in Table 3. The gray horizontal line in each plot indicates the tolerable quality
threshold (i.e., perceptible, but not annoying. The thick vertical line in each plot indicates the 95 %tile of absolute disparities in the reference (input)
3D scenes. The average of the 95 %tiles across individual scenes are presented for the aggregated result (All).

was included for each scene to investigate the ‘‘upper limit’’959

of the quality score (Note that the participants do not always960

select the fifth grade, that is, ‘‘imperceptible’’ even in this961

condition due to response errors or perceptual fluctuations).962

In total, there were 120 conditions (4 comparison methods×963

5 scenes × 6 input-output disparity combinations) in the964

3D session and 125 conditions (120 + 5 control conditions)965

in the 2D session.966

5) PROCEDURE967

Each participant ran the 2D and 3D sessions successively and968

evaluated all the conditions in a randomized order. The order969

of sessions was counterbalanced across participants. At the970

beginning of each of the 2D and 3D sessions, the participants971

completed a practice session consisting of stimuli generated972

by both HS and UHS methods using two scenes not used973

for the main experiment. During the practice session, the974

participants were instructed on what kind of image quality975

degradation could be typically observed in the same manner976

as in the first user study. A 10-minute break was taken after977

every 20 trials. The entire experiment took approximately978

4.5 hours for each participant.979

B. RESULTS980

1) RESULTS OF SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION981

a: 2D SESSION982

Figure 17 presents the 2D session results. The scores were983

averaged across participants. The first column shows the984

aggregated results over all the test scenes while the remaining985

columns show the results of individual scenes. The results986

show that regardless of the target disparity range, the HS and987

GC-HS methods showed quality scores comparable to the988

control condition where the same reference image was pre- 989

sented as the test image. On the other hand, the quality scores 990

for the UHS and GC-UHS methods decreased rapidly as the 991

disparity range increased.Multiple comparison tests (Tukey’s 992

HSD) revealed significant differences in every combination 993

between the two HS-based methods and the two UHS-based 994

methods for all six disparity conditions (p < 0.001). Note 995

that we also found significant differences between UHS and 996

GC-UHS in the 4-min disparity condition at input disparity 997

level 2 and the 4- and 8-min disparity conditions at input dis- 998

parity level 3. This is likely because the temporal changes pro- 999

duced by the gaze-contingent disparity remapping appeared 1000

more annoying for viewers without glasses. In contrast, there 1001

was no difference between HS and GC-HS, which indicates 1002

that the temporal changes caused by disparity remapping 1003

were successfully made invisible in the proposed method. 1004

b: 3D SESSION 1005

Figure 18 presents the 3D session results. Again, the first 1006

column shows the aggregated results over all the test scenes 1007

while the remaining columns show the results of individual 1008

scenes. The depth strength scores shown in the odd rows 1009

of the figure were not substantially different across com- 1010

parison methods. As a result of multiple comparison tests 1011

(Tukey’s HSD) performed for each disparity condition on the 1012

scene-aggregated result (the first column), significant differ- 1013

ences were found only between HS and UHS (p < 0.01) and 1014

between HS and GC-UHS (p < 0.01) in the 16-min output 1015

disparity condition at input disparity level 3. However, when 1016

we replotted the data for each condition without aggregating 1017

test scenes against the proportion of local disparity reproduc- 1018

tion (the ratios of local disparity range relative to the original 1019
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FIGURE 18. Depth (odd rows) and image (even rows) quality scores averaged across participants in the 3D session of the second user study. The first
column shows the aggregated results over all the test scenes. The second to last columns show the results of individual scenes. The error bars represent
95% confidence intervals. Each two successive rows show the results at different input disparity levels as shown in Table 3. The gray horizontal line in
each plot indicates the tolerable quality threshold (i.e., perceptible, but not annoying. The thick vertical line in each plot indicates the 95 %tile of
absolute disparities in the reference (input) 3D scenes. The average of the 95 %tiles across individual scenes are presented for the aggregated
result (All).

disparity range in Fig. 16), we found a clear trend suggesting1020

that the increase in the local disparity range contributed to the1021

improvement in perceived depth quality (Fig. 19). We com-1022

puted the correlation between the depth quality and the pro-1023

portion of disparity reproduction separately for each stereo1024

synthesis method (i.e., HS and GC-HS, UHS and GC-UHS1025

are grouped together to compute the correlations). As a1026

result, we found positive correlations for both the HS-based1027

method (ρ = 0.513, p < 10−4) and the UHS-based method1028

(ρ = 0.764, p < 10−11). Therefore, it was confirmed that1029

the depth impressions of Hidden Stereo, measured in terms1030

of fidelity to the physically correct stereo image, can be1031

improved by gaze-contingent disparity manipulation.1032

The results of 3D image quality scores (the even rows in 1033

Fig. 15) show that HS-based methods are clearly superior 1034

to UHS-based methods, consistent with the results of the 1035

first user study. According to the scene-aggregated results 1036

(the first column), both the HS and GC-HS methods main- 1037

tained an acceptable image quality of 4 (perceptible, but 1038

not annoying) up to the 8-min disparity condition, while 1039

the UHS and GC-UHS methods fell below the acceptable 1040

quality at the 4-min disparity condition. Multiple compar- 1041

ison tests (Tukey’s HSD) revealed that both the HS and 1042

GC-HS methods scored significantly higher than either the 1043

UHS method or the GC-UHS method in the 4-min and 1044

8-min disparity conditions at all the input disparity levels 1045
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FIGURE 19. Depth quality scores vs. the ratio of remapped disparity
ranges to the original disparity range. Each data point represents one of
the conditions (the input scenes and the target disparity ranges) in the
second user study. The red and blue lines are the linear fit to the data of
HS-based methods (GC-HS and HS) and those of UHS-based methods
(GC-UHS and UHS), respectively.

(p < 0.001 for all comparisons). However, we also found1046

that the image quality varies depending on the tested scene.1047

Building a model that explains this content-dependent effect1048

is thus an important future work.1049

C. DISCUSSION1050

Consistent with the results of the first user study presented1051

in the main paper, the 2D session results showed that the1052

disparity information was effectively hidden to 2D viewers1053

by HS, even with dynamic disparity remapping. We also1054

demonstrated that the UHS-based stereo images suffered1055

from significant image quality degradation for 2D viewers1056

even when the disparity range was compressed within as1057

small as 4 min. The results also showed that the temporally1058

varying ghost caused by dynamic disparity remapping further1059

degraded the 2D image quality in the UHS method. Thus,1060

the advantage of HS becomes markedly greater in the gaze-1061

contingent S3D displays.1062

The 3D session results revealed the improvements in depth1063

strength not only in objective measures (i.e., the local dis-1064

parity range) but also in subjective evaluation. However, the1065

results of the subjective evaluation indicated that the scores1066

mostly fluctuated between 3 and 4, meaning that the par-1067

ticipants tended to be satisfied even when disparities were1068

significantly compressed. The reason for this may be because1069

the sufficient amount of monocular depth cues that are1070

needed to derive the depth structures already exist in natural1071

scenes [33], [34]. However, in cases where monocular cues1072

are unreliable and subtle depth differences have an impact1073

on the task objective (e.g., estimating the height of buildings1074

from a satellite image), we believe that the improved depth1075

impressions (as demonstrated in the user study in the main1076

paper) should directly affect user experiences.1077

The 3D session results suggested that the optimal dispar-1078

ity of the proposed method is about 8 min in visual angle,1079

regardless of whether it is combined with gaze-contingent1080

FIGURE 20. Comparison of synthesized images. Ground truth view is
shown on the left. Both HS and ES images are generated based on the
same per-pixel per-band disparity map. Stereo images generated by the
Unhidden Stereo method sometimes exhibit artifacts due to mismatches
in high-frequency-band disparity, as seen in the enlarged area. HS can
suppress these artifacts by limiting the amount of disparity shift to
π/4 for each band.

disparity remapping. This range closely matches the effec- 1081

tive range of HS estimated in the original work [9]. Gaze- 1082

contingent remapping effectively assigns the local disparities 1083

around the attended position to this range and improves the 1084

depth impressions. The effective range of HS is close to 1085

Panum’s fusion area of 10min, that is, themaximum disparity 1086

size that humans can binocularly fuse without vergence eye 1087

movements [12], [13]. Beyond Panum’s fusion area, a small 1088

vergence eye movement is required to perceive the binocular 1089

image clearly. Therefore, assuming that both the vergence and 1090

accommodation is fixed on the display plane, our proposed 1091

approach may be considered to be near optimal with respect 1092

to visual comfort on S3D displays. 1093

APPENDIX E 1094

WHY DOES HIDDEN STEREO EXHIBIT BETTER 3D IMAGE 1095

QUALITY THAN UNHIDDEN STEREO? 1096

Throughout the two user studies, we consistently found that 1097

HS could provide better 3D image quality than the UHS 1098

method. As discussed in the main paper, we think that two 1099

factors can account for this result. First, stereo images gener- 1100

ated by HS tended to be slightly higher in contrast than the 1101

original input due to its additive nature. It is possible that the 1102

participants preferred higher contrast images and saw them 1103

as having ‘‘better’’ image quality. Second, artifacts produced 1104

by the stereo image synthesis process were more visible in 1105

the UHS-based methods (Fig. 20). Although the per-band 1106

disparity representation used in both HS and UHS can better 1107

represent disparities in complex scenes, its quality is not 1108

perfect and less precise in high frequency bands due to mis- 1109

matches in the disparity refinement process. HS effectively 1110

suppresses these artifacts produced by imprecise disparity 1111

estimates by limiting the amount of disparity shift to π/4 for 1112

each band. Therefore, our results suggest that unless large 1113

viewpoint shifts are required, it is better to focus on providing 1114

the disparity cues that are the least necessary for the HVS to 1115

perceive depth. 1116
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